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In 1972, at the age of 25, Gianni Versace moves to Milan where he starts to work as a designer.

In 1978 he creates his first collection, “Gianni Versace Donna”. During the Eighties his creativity as a stylist is widely acclaimed and 

recognized and he is viewed as an ambassador for Italian fashion throughout the world. The early Nineties denote a very significant 

phase in the history of the brand. It is during these years that the strategy of diversification begins to take shape through the creation 

of different categories of accessories to interpret a more complex and elaborate style, the Versace’s lifestyle. The World of Versace 

encompassed a lot of different disciplines: art, ballet, theater, design. All of these elements greatly influenced the creative approach of 

Gianni Versace, who in 1990 designed the first collection of Versace timepieces.

This line expressed the strong identity of the Maison, characterized by iconic features and unique details, and it was perfect to 

complete the Versace look, just like every watch collection from here on.

In 1996 an agreement with Franck Muller leads to the development of a limited edition range of jewelled watches made in Genève. 

Soon after Versace signs a licensing agreement with Timex Group (leader in the watch making sector for over 150 years) for the 

creation of Vertime SA, a fashion luxury company in charge of manufacturing and distributing the Maison’s exclusive timepieces.

In 2005 Versace launches the DV One watch that enjoys immediate success because of its strong iconic elements and the innovative 

use of ceramic and precious stones. In 2007 the DV One Chrono received the prestigious COSC certification, attesting that Versace 

timepieces are not only fashion accessories; they also boast cutting edge technology and utmost attention to quality.

In March 2008 Versace makes its formal entry into the most prestigious segment of ultra complex watch movements with its first 

model equipped with a Tourbillon mechanism. Produced in a limited edition, the Acron Tourbillon highlights the incredible skill of the 

watchmaker with its outstandingly sophisticated technical specifications.

In 2013 Versace launches the Vanitas watch, a new model which recalls the iconic pattern of the Maison with a refined quilted effect 

on the strap, the Baroque pattern on the dial and the Greek key on the top ring, echoing the Versace Vanitas accessory collection.

2014 is the year of the V-Signature, a truly iconic collection with the Greek key engraved on the bezel and fretted on lugs.

This watch is part of a full range of Versace Signature accessories, which are inspired by the collection launched in 1991 by Gianni 

Versace, characterized by a Medusa medallion and Greek key.



This accessory line became so successful to become the subject of various exhibitions conveying the Versace luxury and elegance 

around the world: from the prestigious New York Metropolitan Museum to the Kunstegewerber Museum in Berlin. 

All Versace watches are made in Switzerland. The high quality of each timepiece is guaranteed by the most rigorous controls and strict 

criteria demanded for Swiss certification.

The watches of the Maison are distributed either through Versace boutiques or through a selected network of retailers.

ITALIAN STYLE

The evolution of the Versace style demonstrates a perfect balance between  tradition and  modernity. Strong lines and attractive 

shapes are combined with precious materials and stones handled with exquisite craftsmanship. The designs of Versace watches 

provide a definitive expression of the glamorous style of the Maison.

EXCELLENCE

Attention to detail and commitment to the finest quality co-exist in every Versace creation. The choice of materials is made with the 

utmost selectivity, reflecting the traditions and style of the brand. Each Versace creation exudes the spirit of sheer excellence.

SWISS MADE

The technological know-how of the Swiss watch-making tradition is a guarantee of quality and precision. The quality of every Versace 

watch is guaranteed by the “Swiss Made” marking. Every chronograph is subject to strict controls, and all products to rigorous tests. 

Swiss watch-making is synonymous with production, precision and innovation.

TRADITION

Passion and a long manufacturing tradition come together in the Versace collections of watches. Each item is created in the fashion 

luxury spirit. The Greek key and Medusa, unmistakable design details, confer a distinctive signature on all Versace timepieces.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSABILITY

In conformity with United Nations resolutions and the Kimberley Process accord (KPCS), all diamonds mounted on Versace watches 

originate in conflict free zones and are obtained exclusively from authorised sources.



V-Signature
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VLA08 0014 •  VLA07 0014 •  VLA06 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with Greca engraved on bezel

turquoise, yellow or orange guilloché dial with 8 diamonds
Greca-shaped lugs

elaphe and calf leather strap 
back of the strap easy to remove

V-Signature

VLA05 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with Greca engraved on bezel

pavé diamonds on dial
Greca-shaped lugs

white patent leather strap 
back of the strap easy to remove

V-Signature
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VLA02 0014VLA02 0014VLA02 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with Greca engraved on bezel

black guilloché dial
Greca-shaped lugs

black patent leather strap 
back of the strap easy to remove

V-Signature V-Signature

VLA03 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with Greca engraved on bezel

red guilloché dial
Greca-shaped lugs

red patent leather calf leather strap 
back of the strap easy to remove

VLA04 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with Greca engraved on bezel
gold guilloché dial
Greca-shaped lugs
bronze calf leather strap 
back of the strap easy to remove



Day Glam 
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VLB04 0014 VLB04 0014 •  VLB09 0014•  VLB09 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement two tone caseSwiss quartz chrono movement two tone case
turquoise or white mother of pearl dialturquoise or white mother of pearl dial

coloured cabochon on crown coloured cabochon on crown 
turquoise calf leather strap alligator pattern or

two tone Greca-shaped bracelet

Day GlamDay Glam

VLB05 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case

black mother of pearl dial
coloured cabochon on crown 

black calf leather strap alligator pattern

VLB07 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case
golden dial
coloured cabochon on crown 
bronze calf leather strap alligator pattern



16 Urban Gent
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VNA01 0014

Swiss automatic movement
small second counter at 6 o’clock

stainless steel case
Greca motif on black dial

black calf leather strap alligator pattern

Urban Gent Urban Gent

VNA03 0014

Swiss automatic movement
small second counter at 6 o’clock

two tone case
Greca motif on white dial

brown calf leather strap alligator pattern

VNA03 0014

Swiss automatic movement
small second counter at 6 o’clock
IP rose gold case
Greca motif on blue dial
blue calf leather strap alligator pattern



V-Metal Icon
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 VLC02 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
two tone coin case

grumette chain motif on top ring
Greca and Medusa head on dial

rotating disks for hour and minute functions
black patent leather strap with metal inserts

V-Metal Icon V-Metal Icon

VLC04 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold coin case

grumette chain motif on top ring
Greca and Medusa head on dial

rotating disks for hour and minute functions
white patent leather strap with metal inserts

VLC03 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold coin case
grumette chain motif on top ring
Greca and Medusa head on dial
rotating disks for hour and minute functions
black patent leather strap with metal inserts



Leda
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Leda Leda

VNC01 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case 

Greca engraved on bezel
black mother of pearl dial

cabochon crown with Greca engraved
black patent calf leather strap alligator pattern 

VNC02 0014 

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case 
Greca engraved on bezel
pink mother of pearl dial
cabochon crown with Greca engraved
pink patent calf leather strap alligator pattern

VNC03 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case

Greca engraved on bezel
silver sunray and guilloché dial

cabochon crown with Greca engraved
stainless steel bracelet

 VNC05 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
two tone case
Greca engraved on bezel
silver sunray and guilloché dial
cabochon crown with Greca engraved
two tone bracelet



V-Ray
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V-Ray V-Ray

 VDB01 0014 

Swiss quartz chrono movement
stainless steel case

top ring with tachymeter scale
coloured details on the crown, pushers and crystal gasket

silver dial with Greca motiv and contrasting counters 
black calf leather strap with contrasting stitching

VDB02 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP grey case
top ring with tachymeter scale
coloured details on the crown, pushers and crystal gasket
grey dial with Greca motiv and contrasting counters 
black calf leather strap with contrasting stitching

VDB03 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case

top ring with tachymeter scale
coloured details on the crown, pushers and crystal gasket

blue dial with Greca motiv and contrasting counters 
blue calf leather strap with contrasting stitching

VDB04 0014

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case
top ring with tachymeter scale
coloured details on the crown, pushers and crystal gasket
silver dial with Greca motiv and contrasting counters 
black calf leather strap with contrasting stitching



Venus
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Venus 33 mm Venus 39 mm

VDA01 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case

1 light blue topaz set between the rings
coloured aluminum ring inside outer bezel

guilloché dial
black patent leather strap alligator pattern

VDA02 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case
1 pink topaz set between the rings
coloured aluminum ring inside outer bezel
guilloché dial
dark violet patent leather strap alligator pattern

VFH14 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case 

central ring set with 1 amethyst
transparent crystal on the see through dial

lillac guilloché dial
lillac calf strap lizard pattern 

VFH15 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with diamonds on top ring
central ring set with 1 dark pink topaz
transparent crystal on the see through dial
fucshia guilloché dial
fuchsia genuine lizard strap



Couture
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Couture Couture

VNB01 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel oval case

four screws on bezel 
red cabochon on the crown

black dial with Greca pattern
calf strap with embroidered Greca motif

butterfl y buckle with customized cover

VNB02 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel oval case
four screws on bezel 
red cabochon on the crown
white dial with Greca pattern
calf strap with embroidered Greca motif
butterfl y buckle with customized cover

VNB05 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP yellow gold oval case

four screws on bezel 
red cabochon on the crown
red dial with Greca pattern

calf strap with embroidered Greca motif
butterfl y buckle with customized cover

VNB06 0014

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP yellow gold oval case
four screws on bezel 
red cabochon on the crown
golden dial with Greca pattern
calf strap with embroidered Greca motif
butterfl y buckle with customized cover



Vanitas
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VK711 0014 •  VK712 0014 •  VK713 0014 

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case with enameled top ring

yellow, violet or turquoise enamel dial 
with Baroque pattern on relief

patent leather quilted strap with small studs
additional large strap with Baroque pattern 

Vanitas Vanitas

VK707 0013

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement 
 IP rose gold case with enameled top ring

black enamel dial with 
Baroque pattern and diamonds

black quilted calf strap with small studs
additional large strap with Baroque pattern

VK701 0013

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement 
IP rose gold case with enameled top ring
white enamel dial with 
Baroque pattern on relief
white quilted calf strap with small studs
additional large strap with Baroque pattern



Vanity
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Vanity Vanity

P5Q80D111 S111

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case 

pink sunray dial with Greca pattern
pink calf leather strap crocodile pattern

with two Medusa studs

P5Q80D165 S165

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case 
orange sunray dial with Greca pattern
orange calf leather strap crocodile pattern
with two Medusa studs

P5Q80D499 S089

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
two tone case 

silver sunray dial with Greca pattern
two tone bracelet 

P5Q99D001 S001 

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
stainless steel case 
silver sunray dial with Greca pattern
white calf leather strap 
crocodile pattern with two Medusa studs
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P5Q84SD001 S001 P5Q84SD001 S001 P5Q84SD001 S001 

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case 

diamonds on top ring and dial
white sunray dial with Greca pattern

white calf leather strap crocodile pattern
with two Medusa studs

Vanity Vanity

P5Q80D999 S999

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case 

golden sunray dial with Greca pattern
golden calf leather strap crocodile pattern

with two Medusa studs

P5Q80D009 S009

Swiss quartz 2 hands movement
IP rose gold case 
black sunray dial with Greca pattern
black calf leather strap crocodile pattern
with two Medusa studs



V-Race
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29G98D282 S28229G98D282 S28229G98D282 S282

Swiss quartz GMT alarm movement
IP grey case

top ring with Versace engraving
blue dial with IP grey details

blue calf strap alligator pattern

V-Race V-Race

29G79D009 S079

Swiss quartz GMT alarm movement
two tone case

top ring with Versace engraving
black dial with IP gold details

two tone bracelet

29G70D009 S009

Swiss quartz GMT alarm movement
IP rose gold case
top ring with Versace engraving
black dial with IP gold details
black calf strap alligator pattern
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V-Race V-Race

23C935D002 S535 

Swiss quartz chrono movement
stainless steel case

2 interchangeable top rings set with topaz
white dial with light blue details

light blue calf strap alligator pattern

23C811D002 S111

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case
2 interchangeable top rings set with topaz
white dial with pink details
pink calf strap alligator pattern

23C99D008 S009

Swiss quartz chrono movement
stainless steel case

3 interchangeable top rings
black dial

black calf strap alligator pattern

23C80D002 S009

Swiss quartz chrono movement
IP rose gold case
3 interchangeable top rings
white dial
black calf strap alligator pattern



VERTIME BV
via Cantonale Galleria 1

6928 Manno
Switzerland

tel. +41 91 6108700

Watches are available at Versace boutiques,
exclusive retailers and on versace.com

More information on versace.com
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